
The Book of Hopes, published by Bloomsbury Children’s Books 2020

• how it feels to be away from your elephant friends;

• how it feels to meet Sunny;

• how it feels to see your elephant friends again.

An Elephant in Murkaster

Murkaster by Frank Cottrell-Boyce is told from Sunny’s point 
of view but what if the elephant was telling the story instead? 
Imagine that the elephant wrote a diary on the day that it met 
Sunny. What do you think that it would write about? 

Write a diary entry from the point of view of the elephant. You 
might want to write about:

The Day I Met Sunny
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The Book of Hopes, published by Bloomsbury Children’s Books 2020

• how it feels to be stuck in the murk;

• how it feels to be away from the other elephants;

• how it feels to meet Sunny;

• how it feels to see the other elephants again.

An Elephant in Murkaster

Murkaster by Frank Cottrell-Boyce is told from Sunny’s point 
of view but what if the elephant was telling the story instead? 
Imagine that the elephant wrote two diary entries: one on the day 
that it met Sunny and one on the day after it met Sunny. What 
would it write about? 

Write two diary entries from the point of view of the elephant. 
Think about:

The Day I Met Sunny
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An Elephant in Murkaster

The Day after I Met Sunny
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The Book of Hopes, published by Bloomsbury Children’s Books 2020

• how it feels to be stuck in the murk;

• how it feels to be away from the other elephants;

• how it feels to meet Sunny;

• how it feels to see the other elephants again;

• how it feels to see Murkaster for the first time.

An Elephant in Murkaster

Murkaster by Frank Cottrell-Boyce is told from Sunny’s point 
of view but what if the elephant was telling the story instead? 
Imagine that the elephant wrote three diary entries: one on the 
day before it met Sunny, one on the day that it met Sunny and one 
on the day after it met Sunny. What would it write about? 

Write three diary entries from the point of view of the elephant. 
Think about:

The Day before I Met Sunny
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An Elephant in Murkaster

The Day I Met Sunny
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